Who we are
Dental Robotics challenges one of the biggest health care issues world-wide by developing the oral care device of the future. Our Yes Delft based company has a strong industrial design background growing into a multidisciplinary environment. We are looking for a highly-motivated product design student who gets enthusiastic about technical design, embodiment and lots of prototyping.

Your tasks incorporate
Designing the technical embodiment of a revolutionary consumer product. This includes prototyping, modelling, building and testing of the device and its subparts.

We are looking for someone who
- has strong 3D modelling skills (Solid works or/and Rhino)
- has interest in production engineering and knowledge of manufacturing techniques
- is an autonomous worker
- has strong abilities in applying aesthetic Gestalt principles
- is fluent in either English or Dutch or both.

We are offering
An interdisciplinary, young and energetic environment where new visions and technologies are born. Our growing team consist of industrial and experience product designers, a psychologist and business developers, striving to develop and establish a future care giving device. Are you inspired to join us?

If you are interested send your portfolio to joppe@dentalrobotics.nl or call us on +31 (0) 6 21 59 90 37. We are looking forward to meeting you!